
Probabilistically Checkable

ProofSystemis
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linear fath: Vx,y f(x) + fly) = f(x+y)

self-correcting:
if -is -close to linear

g

Do Ollogy) times

Pick
y randomly 3 ThePr[ortprt = g(x)]

answer: <f(y) + f(x-y =1- B

Output most common answer:

Self-testing: Given f
Do O(t) times if f linear

passes

Pick X,y randomly 3 if for far from

it f(x) +fLy) IfIxty
Fai

linear, fails
PASS



Probabilistically Checkable Proofs

*+ x =>Theorem you
want to prove

for today: X is 3CNF

O *dom string Im x is
satisfiable

WJ Fi fixed fath

V Verifiorcan query:
what is its bit?

verifier 6 > 3 charged per query
-

(poly time TM) -> proof doesn't change based on past questions
of verifier

using a random bits
created by adversary who knows

verifiers algorithm
a g queries

to proof
t has unlimited computational

def(+PCP (r,g) if 55 (ptime TM) st. Power

DAXEL 5 π St. Or C v, T accepts] = 1
I's random string

2) EXHL FT 'Po [Vit' accepts]:'
~s random strings



2-

e.g.
SAF-PCPCO, n) proof settings of all a vars

V doesn't need any randomness

day: NP = PCP (O(n3),0(1) crazy
#

rally: NP = PCP (O(logn), 0(1)

Let's start with a "warmup".



x.y
=2y "Inner product"

Xoy = (x, y, X,YoyAtys ...(XiY...(Xnyn)
"outer

·

a -.
product"

↓-bit rectors nbit rector

#act: if t then PrCa.F+5or] at

3 alsothemode"
n -bitrector F-30,13

if A.BIC then PryLA.B.F +@.r]=Yw

w w

nxn matrices A.(Bir) take Ont to compute

#fact if dibi pair abit strings that agree on all but itlocation

So FECri.rrn? than either F#5l why?S
or a.3+5.5 as =FarREarc) differentas #5.j

=>in each pair at least one is #

note that this proof works "mod 2"

d



#act; if a +5 then PrCa.F+5.5) = t
F-30,13

if A.BIC then PryLA.B.F#@.r]=V

Example "application" setting: given rector a =(a,9,... and

in the step: ·can greig ai

to test if a =(0,0,....,0).
·can specify a grey [oj
--

Do several times: what if these are all

written for you?
pick F e50,13 why believe 'correct?
if a.FE8 output "Full"

Output ↑ASS

*rior: ifa =10,... 0) will always PASS

if a +(0,...0) then FACT = PrLG. FFO]=Y2

=>OCL query O-testing algorithm for n-bitventor

in strange model



Making the model "less strangeoven
rectoratla,anarght anine grey are

first idea
&F answer rector

·

Proof" =write out all answers to arg zarsocoon ofits-(0,0,...1,0)

to test if a =(0,0,....,0):

Do several times:

pick F e50,13
ask proof for value of a.F

if aFEO Output "Full"

Output PASS

Problems proof can cheat
write all Os in answer rector

How can we check that proof doesn't cheat?

test on F's that we know answer
to? is this easier

WILL COME BACK TO THIS
than just looking at every
entry of i?



3SAT

F =NCi stc = (Yi, VYic VYis
where Yi t9X,... Xn, x,.... [n]

-Esteanint

First crack

H = setting of sat assignment a
H

a =Tay
=

Faz = 7.000

v's protocol given formula ta :

Pick random clause Ct check if a satifies

#= (X,vxVxz)(XzVxVXy)
good? I satisfiesi

a doesn't satisfy[ 5ist.(i(a) #T
a =(x= T,Xz= F,x3 = #,xFF
random clase (X2V Fx VXp

Pack i with prob: Aclauses o FT F



Arithmetization of ISAT;

Boolean formula FE> arithmetic formula ACE) over 12
TCE o

m

mod I

FCE

XiCE Ni

*iC>1-xi

&(B) 2.B

CVB(1 - (1 - 2)(1 - B)

auBrUE 1 - (1 - c)(1 - b)(1 -V)

1 - (1 - xz)
-

emple: YpVxzVxz(x1 - (1 - x)(Xa)(1 - xb)

#point F satisfied by assignment a iff (A(E)](a) =1



T CE)
F =NC st C = (yi,vyizVYis) FCE O

XiCE xi

Yi t9X,... Xn, x,.... [n]

·cman... andarBrUE 1-(+1)(b)(1-0)
St. 2. (x):complement of arithmetization of close Ci

I evaluates to 0 if X satisfies Ci

=>C(x) =(0,... 0) if X satifies E

#rve III each C is deg 13 poly in X
·

r

(2)U knows coefts of each Ci

Need to convince U that [(x) = (Q(a), Enlay...) = (0
..... 0) WITHOUT SENDING

assignment a



High level idea: special encoding of assignment

Encode satisfiability of F as a collection of polys in vars of assignment
·>one for each classe

-

eval to 0 if assignment satisfies clause

-low degree
-V knows coefts - depend on structure of classe

a vars
of clause.

note thatsolving time
↓e. We are only concerned that V is poly time.

- SAT in poly
would be impressive

here will not be subliner ⑰

However, want I queries to proof to be constant



F =NCstc = CYiVYizVYis) T CE)

*proof: FCE O

--

a proof contains ecator v recoverand·if V i, (a=0, Pr.([(a)v
=0] =1 complement

if Fi st. ((alto, Pr([(a).r= 07 =E
mode arithmetic arBrUE 1-(+d)(1b)(1-0)

Pr(((ar =13
↑enge proof could write is even if [Caborto

so need to do more

↓ doesn't know

What does [Calor look like?-N
L vv

& gia aak Viji (model
from
ErECalFasRi
&-> Xi 3 tvurs of V does know: depend on his a coefts in
Bij -> Yij 3sAT!?! I
Wijk -> Zij1



*ple FCE O

6 =(x,vxz)+(x,vx) ·EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEarBrUE 1-(+d)(1b)(1-0)
A(C,) =1 - (1 - x,)(1 - xz) =A+Xz-Xxa

=>2,(a) =1- a.-az+ a,92

toand+EandBistFiaErdan Vis (model

A(c) =1- (x)(1 -Xz)=1-x, + X,Xz

E(z(a) =d, - a.az

[r(a) =r,(1 - a, - az + a,a) + r(a,- ad)

trick over - Ma

.oorOrtHOrcaGratictrO

m
-

r + r0 + (r,+ r).a+ (-r)az + (r, - r).aqc *

Freivald's m w
w

11

all classes deg o
deg I

Ishould be
8

forchores of
ris(



High level idea: Mamumaingaencoding of assignment

· proof writes out all linear fatus of assignment
deyz
deg 3

· possible "confusion": "symmetric" for linear case

fx(a) =x.a =An(x)
*

innerreduct

· for day 23: Baly) = (aoalToy
Ca(y) = (a0aoalt.2

AaBa,In are all liner fatus E can test linearily self-correct
·what if An,Ba, Ca come from different assignments

Proof can cheat? is a satisfying?



fatus (hopefullyall ofsamerates at one input coefficients offrom
These areare only care

to what V computes
ef H corresponding degs poly's

tras

Acall linear fatus A: F"-eFo A(x) =2aixi =aTox V knows x,y,2
evaluated at

but not a

assignment a

B: # >Fn B(y) =2 a.9; Yij = (aoal.y
B: all dey2 fatus i,j

evaluated at a

C = all days fatus
C: FeP>Hc c(y)=Edanoalionevaluated ata

⑳C.Y:X.3wsAtYr ..., XiYr ....Yagh

hopefully ARRIS
botto check

Procontains; r

Complete description of truth tables of A,B,for all inputs x,y,2
*

only need value at
x=c,y

=b,z
=0

but extra into helps
us check consistency



Xoy
=(x,y., X,YoyAY... (XiY)...(Xnyr)

ef Procontains; E
Acall linear fatus A: F"-eFo A(x) =2aixi =aTox

Complete description of truth tablesevaluated at

assignment a

B: # >Fn B(y) ==ai9;Yij
= (aoal.y of A,B,for all inputs x,y,2

B: all dey2 fatus *
evaluated at a

only need value at

C: all day 3 fatus
C:#*->Hc C(y)

=289,915ijn
= (4090a)To2 x=c,y

=b,z
=0

evaluated ata
but extra into helps

us check consistency

What does verifier need to check in proof?
(1) A,B,C in right form (good encoding can only test 2-close to linear

·all are linear fatus
-- but can self-correct to access the linear fitus.

· correspond to same assignment a
i.e. F(x =aTx = B(y) = (aoaliy E ((z)

=(aonoal".z

Test (sistency of self corrections

(2) a is satisfying assignment <check the entries in encoding which give
value of eas)

· all his evaluate to 0 on

recall ((x) = (F(a),(a(a),...(= (0,0,...0)
complement



Xoy
=(x,y., X,YoyAY... (XiY)...(Xnyr)

ef Procontains;
Acall linear fatus A: F"-eFo A(x) =2aixi =aTox

Complete description of truth tablesevaluated at

assignment a

B: all degz fitus
B: F#c B(y) ==ai9;Yij

= (aoal.y of A,B,for all inputs x,y,2
*

evaluated at a
only need value at

C: all day 3 fatus
2:HPFc C(y)=E*9j9pFijn

= (9090a1To2 x=c,y
=b,z

=0

evaluated ata
but extra into helps

us check consistency

can only test 2-close to linear

Test (11 A,B,in right formall are linearfatus -- but can self-correct to access the linear fitus.

· Test F,B,* are all 18-close to linear (i.e. if all linavar, PASS in OCD queriesif anyone
is 48-for FAIL

· From now on, use
self corrector to get

sc-F, sc.5, sc-Y for all inputs <-
use of prob of getting wrong

answering

that is so small (= biganoughconstant
# * I that union bad over all

O bi & queries to six, sc- B, sc - T

aoa? adaoa?
=>unlikely to see error



ef Xoy
=(x,y., X,YoyAY... (XiY)...(Xnyr)

Procontains;
Acall linear fatus A: F"-eFo A(x) =2aixi =aTox

Complete description of truth tablesevaluated at

assignment a

B: # >Fn B(y) ==ai9;Yij
= (aoal.y of A,B,for all inputs x,y,2

B: all dey2 fatus *
evaluated at a

only need value at

C: all day 3 fatus
2:HPFc C(y)=E*9j9pFijn

= (9090a1To2 x=c,y
=b,z

=0

evaluated ata
but extra into helps

us check consistency

Test (11 A,B,in right form
all are linear fatus

· correspond to same assignment a
i.e. F(x =aTx = B(y) = (aoaliy E ((z)

=(aonoal".z

Test (sistency of self corrections

&

oal: Pass if sc-5: sc-A0 SCOT

sc-2: sc-70sc-B sc
test

Outer Product TesterPick random X.,42, x,y
-X ↓ sc-Epond tome hisis

Tests -A(x).saA(x) =[2aX=02aiX2 =

2aXxxy
= bYk)-

= saB(X,0Xz) @

sc-f(x).sc-B(y)=([aix 0 Sik binTon = 29abjxxiyjm = 2a:aj9k*
#: not uniformly

= sc - [(x0y)
djk

distributed



ef Procontains;
Acall linear fatus A: F"-eFo A(x) =2aixi =aTox

Complete description of truth tablesevaluated at

assignment a

B: FFn B(y) = 2a1a;Yij
= (aoalTo of A,B,for all inputs x,y,2

B: all dey2 fatus *
evaluated at a

only need value at

C: all day 3 fatus
2:HPFc C(y)=E*9j9pFijn

= (9090a1To2 x=c,y
=b,z

=0

evaluated ata
but extra into helps

us check consistency

Tests -A(x).saA(x) =[2aX=02aiX2 =

EaXxxy
= byYk)

picked Ex
randomly = saB(X,0X2)

if b = a0a test passes - since "blue" equalities hold

if b goa?
A(x). A(xy) =B(x,ox) =w.T

-1 ->BDA*
?//*D:N1



#ct: if IFE the PrCa.T+5.r] = t

ifb + 90a: F-30,13

if A.BIC then PryLA.B.F#@.r]=Y
What is prob

(aoaloxi=box2
#

a= i iodl I
No

Pass with probl

Fact E Pr((aoaloxz boxn] = Pass with

prob
if (aoa).X2 #box

then Fact E PrX: (a0a).Xn FX,boxz]
=Y

so passing test
=>Pr [fail test) 1-Y =>safe to assume

b =goa!#=>.sozA(xn=[darYinoSanXz= EXY -YY
Similarly passing other

test

=>safe to assume (=90000



ef Xoy
=(x,y., X,YoyAY... (XiY)...(Xnyr)

Procontains;
Acall linear fatus A: F"-eFo A(x) =2aixi =aTox

Complete description of truth tablesevaluated at

assignment a

B: # >Fn B(y) ==ai9;Yij
= (aoal.y of A,B,for all inputs x,y,2

B: all dey2 fatus *
evaluated at a

only need value at

C: all day 3 fatus
2:HPFc C(y)=E*9j9pFijn

= (9090a1To2 x=c,y
=b,z

=0

evaluated ata
but extra into helps

us check consistency

Test (11 A,B,in right form
all are linear fatus

· correspond to same assignment a
i.e. F(x =aTx = B(y) = (aoaliy E ((z)

=(aonoal".z

Test (sistency of self corrections

&

oal: Pass if sc-5: sc-A0 SCOT

sc-2: sc-70sc-B sc
test

Outer Product TesterPick random X.,42, x,y
-X ↓ sc-Epond tome hisis

Tests -A(x).saA(x) =[2aX=02aiX2 =

2aXxxy
= bYk)-

= saB(X,0Xz) @

sc-f(x).sc-B(y)=([aix 0 Sik binTon = 29abjxxiyjm = 2a:aj9k*
#: not uniformly

= sc - [(x0y)
djk

distributed



Xoy
=(x,y., X,YoyAY... (XiY)...(Xnyr)

ef Procontains;
Acall linear fatus A: F"-eFo A(x) =2aixi =aTox

Complete description of truth tablesevaluated at

assignment a

B: all degz fitus
B: F#c B(y) ==ai9;Yij

= (aoal.y of A,B,for all inputs x,y,2
*

evaluated at a
only need value at

C: all day 3 fatus
2:HPFc C(y)=E*9j9pFijn

= (9090a1To2 x=c,y
=b,z

=0

evaluated ata
but extra into helps

us check consistency

can only test 2-close to linear

Test (11 A,B,in right formall are linearfatus -- but can self-correct to access the linear fitus.

· Test F,B,* are all 18-close to linear (i.e. if all linavar, PASS in OCD queriesif anyone
is 48-for FAIL

· From now on, use
self corrector to get

sc-F, sc.5, sc-Y for all inputs <-
use of prob of getting wrong

answering

that is so small (= biganoughconstant
# * I that union bad over all

O bi & queries to six, sc- B, sc - T

aoa? adaoa?
=>unlikely to see error



Xoy
=(x,y., X,YoyAY... (XiY)...(Xnyr)

ef Procontains; E
Acall linear fatus A: F"-eFo A(x) =2aixi =aTox

Complete description of truth tablesevaluated at

assignment a

B: all degz fitus
B: F#c B(y) ==ai9;Yij

= (aoal.y of A,B,for all inputs x,y,2
*

evaluated at a
only need value at

C = all days fatus
C: #ePtFc C(y) = E*dj9pFijn

= (9090a1To2 x=c,y
=b,z

=0

evaluated ata
but extra into helps

us check consistency

What does verifier need to check in proof?
(1) A,B,T in right form can only test 2-close to linear

·all are linear fatus
-- but can self-correct to access the linear fitus.

#randombits
=O(n3)

· correspond to same assignment a
#queries.Fi i.e. F(x =aTx = B(y) = (aoaliy E ((z)

=(aonoal".z

Test (sistency of self corrections

(2) a is satisfying assignment
· all as evaluate to 0 on

recall ((x) = ((a),(a(a),...(=(0,0,...0)
w

complement



How to do in toward+Ead; Bis +didjan Visi (model

· call self-correctors I recover linear fitus a, doa, aoaod

· a represents assignment, but we don't know it

· a satisfying (E [(a)=(C.(a), (e(a),...) = (0,0,...,0)

Satisfiability Test:
Pick r tFo

#random
bits
= o(n) Compute N, ais, Bij's, Visit

=> fatusof of"deg 3 plis
xis Ys Fiji

Why do this?

Sc-7(d,... (n) = Wo if Vi E, (a) =0
#queries query proof to get

SC - B)B,."Bnn) = w, Pr(pass] =1
-

=OCI

Sc-(V,... Unnn)
=w if Fi st. GilaltO

Fact -> Pr[ErY()
=0=

Verify 0 = N + Notwithe (model
so after 12 times

↑
hopefully means Eri((a) =0 PrSpass]: In a


